
SENTIA THE GLOBAL SCHOOL 

CLASS –I     PT-1 REVISION PAPER      SUB: ENGLISH 

SECTION A 

1. Write True or False 

i. Keechu was playing _________________ 

ii. Keechu is a cat. _______________. 

iii. Keechu goes out into forest _________________. 

iv. Keechu’s mother was not at home. _______________. 

2. Fill in the blanks with ( ng / ck) 

Ki _____       Ti _____ 

       
 

Wi ______      Du ____ 

     
 

3. Read the poems and circle the rhyming words. 

i. I love my mum 

Her cakes are yum 

One looks like a bun 

One looks like the sun. 

ii. It’s raining it’s pouring 

The old man’s snoring 

He got into bed 

And bumped his head 

And couldn’t  get up in the morning 

iii. I plant a little seed 

In the ground 

Out comes the sun 

Big and round. 

4. Write 4 naming words in each box. 

People Place Animal Thing 

    

    

    

    

 

 

 



5. Change one to many by adding ‘s’ or ‘es’. 
i. A cap - _________ 

ii. A box- _________ 

iii. A sack - _________ 

iv. A fish - _________ 

v. A bag- _________ 

vi. A Car- _________ 

6. Fill in the blanks with the correct words given in the box. 

(balloon , bring , Pa, family) 

i. I have a red _____________ 

ii. I _________________ it to Pa. 

iii. _____________ blows into it. 

iv. My ______________ has 4 people in it. 

7. Rewrite sentences with capital letter and full stop. 

i. sonu likes to play _________________________  

ii. he is reading a book _________________________  

iii. rani is playing _________________________  

iv. hyderabad is a big city _________________________  

 

8. Make words with ‘sh’ and ‘ch’ 

      
Spina ______      ______ in 

 

 

      
Mun_____      _____ ip 

 

 

      
_____ eep      Fi _____ 

 

       
______ air      Di ______ 

 



9. Write the correct doing word for each picture. 

(sing , drink, read , dance,  sleep, cook , drive) 

                                   
 

_______         _______      _______     ________    ___________       ____________      ___________  

 

10. Spelling dictation: ( Learn Keywords Textbook Pg.7,20,35,37) 

 

11. Write sentences in correct order. Use capital letters and full-stop. 

i. is / he / talking _____________________ 

ii. dancing / he / is _____________________ 

iii. is / she / writing ____________________ 

iv. cooking/Mother/is____________________ 

v. out/ father/went ____________________ 

12. Put  X or √ in the box given: 
i. Cheenu’s grandpa likes sweets. ________ 

ii. Shelly sells shells _________ 

iii. Shelly likes peas __________ 

iv. Cheenu’s grandpa eats sweets only for dinner. _________ 

13. Fill in the blanks by adding –s or –es to the underlined words. 

i. My ring is small. 

My   _____ are small.  

 

ii. I have a sack. 

I have two ________. 

 
  

14. Look at the pictures and tick  √ the right sentences. 

  The girl is dancing. (      ) 

          The girl is reading. (      )  



 The cat is jumping. (      ) 

       The cat is sitting.   (      ) 

 

15. Read aloud: 

a. Keechu monkey can’t sleep 

   His mother is singing. 

   His father is dancing.  

   His brother is jumping  

   His sister is crying. 

 b. Ben has a red hen. 
              She is s pet hen 
     The hen is wet 
     She is in a pen. 
  


